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 USAGE  
 
Write only one word in each space to complete the story.   
 

 

THE COCONUT 
 
The coconut is very important _(a)_______ most Pacific Island. The water from  
inside the coconut makes a cool drink. A lot of useful things can __(b)____ made  
from the coconut shell, the husk that covers it, and also the leaves and the trunk. 

 

The ____(c)____ important product of the coconut tree is copra. Copra is the dried  
white meat ___(d)____ inside the coconut. It is used for making soap, margarine  
and a lot of other things. Many island groups in the Pacific depend on copra for  
____(e)___money because they can export the copra.  

 

 

WRITING IN DIRECT AND INDIRECT SPEECH. 
 
 

(a) Re- write the sentence below using Indirect Speech. 
 

1. “I can climb a tree,” said Jerry. 

 

(b) Re- write the sentence below using Direct Speech. 
 

2. Raijeili asked Siteri if she was coming for the party. 
 
 
III. PUTTING WORDS IN ORDER 
 

Work out the correct order for the jumbled sentences given below. 
 

1. Jai couldn’t get / because it was full / a seat in the bus 
 

 

2. told us to keep / inside the / desks / our bags / the prefect 
 

 

3. alone / the body builder / ate the / chicken / whole 
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               Question  Working  Answer  

Put signs <, > or =in the spaces to make the sentence true for questions  

1 – 5.                                                                                  

a. 636,347            663 thousand   + 3        

hundreds + 4 tens + 7 ones 

 

  

b. 5y + y             6y  

 

  

c.     
2

4
                 

1

16
 

 

  

d. 2.5g            2490g 

 

  

 

e.  100cm                 100m   

 

Solve and write the answers in the answer column                                                     

f.  What is the rule for the number pattern? 

245, 295, 345, 395… 

 

 

 

 

 

g.  2 hour 30 minutes is equal to ________ 

minutes 

  

h. 545 ml of water = ___________ cm3    
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    MATCHING     

Match List 1 with the items in List 2 

  List 1      List 2  

1. Early childhood             _____  A. 32 teeth 

2. Adolescence  _____  B. a layer found in skin 

3. Proactive behavior _____  C. should be worn when travelling in boats 

4. Bullying   _____  D. 20 teeth 

5. Cocaine   _____  E. 12 to 18 years 

6. Spirit   _____  F.  threatening behavior  

7. Life jacket              _____  G. birth to 8 years 

8. Dermis   _____  H. dangerous household product 

9. Permanent teeth             _____  I. doing the correction of the exam paper 

10. Primary teeth             _____  K. illegal drug 

   FILL IN THE BLANKS    

Fill in the blanks using the words from the list. 

 

 

1. The ____________ removes toxins from the blood. 

2. The left over material in our body is known as ____________. 

3. The __________ provides free services to its people. 

4. ___________ is an example of over the counter drug. 

5. Good __________ is the best way to protect ourselves from illnesses. 

Panadol ,  hygiene , liver , 

 government ,  waste  
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  MATCHING      

Match the items in List 1 with those in List 2. 

  LIST 1      LIST 2 

1. Casual workers  ________ A. burning forests 

2. Temporary workers  ________ B. usually work for a period of time   

        depending on their contract. 

3. Permanent workers  ________ C. First governor general 

4. Voluntary workers  ________ D. Agricultural product in Fiji 

5. Media    ________ E. helps conserve soil. 

6. Sir Arthur Gordon  ________ F.  People who work voluntarily. 

7. Lutunasobasoba  ________ G. people who work when there is   

          work to be done 

8. Dalo    ________ H. a famous chief 

9. Leads to soil erosion  ________ I. helps us learn others culture. 

10. Planting trees   ________ J. continue working until they retire.  

 

  FILL IN THE BLANKS    

 

 

 

1. _____________ is the holy books of Muslims. 

2. _____________ helps us learn others culture. 

3. ___________ is an example of heritage site. 

4. _____________ maps are drawn in the mind. 

5. _____________ farming is mostly done for family use. 

 

  

 

 

Levuka ,   Quran ,  Subsistence   , School , Mental  
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Tagi ni manumanu 

1. Ose - ____________________ 

2. Gone - ___________________ 

3. Koli - _____________________ 

4. Beka - ____________________ 

5. Lulu - ______________________ 

Wiliwili Vaka Viti 

1.10 na tabua – 1 na _______________ 

2.10 na vuaka – 1 na _______________ 

3.10 na ibe – 1 na ___________________ 

4. 10 na vonu – 1 na _________________ 

5.10 na toa – 1 na __________________ 

Vola na matanivola levu ka toqa na I cegu ena vanua e dodonu me ra biu 

kina. 

1. a lako ki suva ko seru. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

2. au a tiko mai levuka. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

3. na yasana nei banuve ko bua. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

4. sa totoka na draki mai naruwai. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

5. sa suruta na vusi na golegole ki cakaunitabua. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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  Labelling                                  

 

1. Study the diagram of a flower below and label the parts marked a - c. 

          

 SHORT ANSWERS                                                  

1. Explain how endangered species can be protected?           

2. List down two items that can be recycled?                          

3. Define the term soil erosion?                                                

4. Explain how day and night is caused?           

 SHORT ANSWERS                                                   

1. Plain mirrors __________ light. 

A. absorb              B. change         

C. reflect              D. expands 

 

2. Hydropower, solar power and wind – energy are examples of: 

A. non-renewable          B. renewable energy       

C. transformers              D. grauts 


